Emergency Response Guide
Campus Safety and Security 928-777-3333

FIRE






Pull nearest fire alarm.
Use stairwells to leave the building.
Do not re-enter building(s) until directed by
emergency personnel.
Alert other people as you evacuate and provide
assistance to others if necessary.
Call 911 and then Campus Safety at 928-7773333

HAZARDOUS SPILL






MEDICAL EMERGENCY

Notify affected personnel immediately and evacuate
the contaminated area.
Move to a safe distance
Advise others to stay clear of contaminated area.
Wait for further instructions from emergency
personnel.
Call 911 and then Campus Safety at 928-777-3333

AED LOCATIONS
Automated External Defibrillator







Make sure area is safe before rendering aid.
Avoid leaving injured person except to summon
help.
Do not move the injured person.
Render first aid or CPR if you are trained and feel
comfortable doing so.
Call 911 and then call Campus Safety at 928-7773333

 Buildings 14, 16, 21, 41, 43, 74, 80, F3
 Call 911 and then call Campus Safety at 928-777-3333.

SEVERE WEATHER




Take shelter immediately away from windows.
If you are outside, proceed to the nearest
protective building.
Report injuries or damage to Campus Safety at
928-777-3333

ACTIVE SHOOTER
• Run: If safe to do so, get away from the threat. Move
quickly and get as far away as you can.
• Hide: If you cannot run from the threat, barricade
yourself, preferably in a locked space. Silence phones
and turn off lights. Prepare to fight.
• Fight: If you are being attacked, or are about to be
attacked, fight back with all of your energy. Attack with
improvised weapons or throw objects. Keep moving.
• Call 911 or Campus Security at 928-777-3333 if safe
to do so.

UTILITY FAILURE





Remain calm and offer assistance to others.
Take the nearest marked exit.
Do not panic or push others while exiting.
Call Facilities at 928-777-6677 to report power
outages, then call Campus Safety at 928-777-3333

SUSPICIOUS PERSON or OBJECT
 Do not let a stranger into locked or secured areas for
any reason.
 Do not confront or attempt to stop any person from
leaving the area.
 Do not disturb, touch or use electrical devices near
object.
 Note the description of the suspicious object.
 Move at least 100 yards from object.
 Call 911 and then Campus Safety at 928-777-3333.

Nothing contained within these guidelines should replace your common sense ability to adapt and react to an ever-changing situation and the specific
threat presented. The elements of this situational awareness material are intended as suggested actions. Only follow these actions if safe to do so.

